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First:  Draw 1 coin with diameter of 2cm.  This will be 
the newly designed penny.  Give it a new name.  You 
must also include a new design!

advanced  proficient   basic  minimal

Next:  Draw 1 coin with diameter of 3 cm.  This will be 
the newly designed nickel.  Give it a new name.  You 
must also include a new design!

advanced  proficient   basic  minimal

Next:  Draw 1 coin with diameter of 1 cm.  This will be 
the newly designed dime.  Give it a new name.  You 
must also include a new design!
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Next:  Draw 1 coin with diameter of 4 cm.  This will be 
the newly designed quarter.  Give it a new name.  You 
must also include a new design!

advanced  proficient   basic  minimal

Finaly:  Design currency!  Include a dollar, five, ten, 
and a hundred dollar bill.  Draw them using the 
dimensions  6” x 3”.  You must also include a new 
design

advanced  proficient   basic  minimal

Design a Check below:

Classroom Economy:  Money Project
SUPPORT   PERSEVERANCE   SPIRIT

Name:!                            Grade:                            Email:

Objective:  You have been hired by the US Mint to design new coins and currency!    
You must follow each of the directions below!  Be ready to present your new money!

SUPPORT   PERSEVERANCE   SPIRIT



Solve the Money Problems below!

Evelyn has $15.00 and Jane has $14.00. How much money do they have 
together?

Try to find two values that sum to 97. If one value is 73, what is the other 
number?

Martha has $77.67 and Tina has $4.52. How much money do they have 
together!

Jane worked to earn $40.00. If she worked for 8 hours, how much money 
does Jane earn per hour?

Duct Tape Wallet Project

Now, that you’ve created money and solved some money problems! 
It’s time to create duct tape wallet for your money!  Make a plan!  
Get it approved.  Then, create!
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